
Works in 
AR/VR/3D
designing

Occupation

WFH, 
Remote 
work

Place of work

Typical day:
Wake up at 10 AM

10-12 - Morning routine
12-3:30 - Freelancing / browsing

Work starts at 3:30
Goes till 12 AM

Browse mobile for 1-2 hours - 
Usually social media or series
Then go to sleep by 2 or 3 AM

Daily Routine

Tech Devices:
1 Laptop
1 Phone
1 AR/VR 

device

Tech Device

Phone - 3 hrs
Laptop - 6 hrs
AR/VR - 1 hr

Screen time

The user feels he's 
spending a lot of 

time in his phone. 
Fine with Laptop 
because it's mostly 

work related.

User usage & emotions

Current usage: Uses 
focus mode but still

the user has the 
control. If he wants 

to exit the focus 
mode, he can.

Solutions adopted

The user doesn't 
find the 

motivation to 
schedule focus 
even though it 

can be scheduled

Motivation to not go for a...

Has had 
eye 

strain
Health issues

Uses blue 
ray 

blocking 
glass

Solutions adopted

Main distractions: 1. 
Not many distractions 

in laptop
2. Notifications from 

social media in phone
3. YouTube, Pinterest, 
Dribbble rabbit hole

Main distractions

Doesn't feel 
regretful when the

user has lost 
some time due to 

distractions. 
Keeps moving on.

User emotions

Has control in focus mode. 
The user doesn't enter the 
app again when the app 
quits after time limit. 
However, if there's an 

important chat, the user 
switches off the focus mode 
and chats. But he forgets to 

turn it on back.

Solutions adopted User needs

Works in 
digital 

marketing 
for a startup

Occupation

Hybrid 
working 
model

Place of work

Typical day:
Wake up - 7 AM

Starts work at 10:30
Work time - 10:30 - 

1PM
Break - 1 - 2:30

Work - 2:30 - 6:30

Daily Routine

Tech 
Devices:

Mobile - 1
Laptop - 1

Tech Device

Haven't tracked 
screen time 
accurately.

Guess is 
minimum 5 hrs 
both combined

Screen time

Feels like using 
a lot but also 
realizes there's 
no way out it

User usage & emotions

Used forrest
app to 

manage 
time

Solutions adopted

User is aware of other screen 
time managing apps but 

hasn't used it. When asked 
why, user said installing 
and using those kind of 

apps feels like a lot of work 
and she is lazy.

Motivation to not go for a...

Solutions adopted

Main distractions:
WhatsApp, Instagram, and 

notifications. While speaking user 
realizes that she doesn't use discord

much but the app sends a lot of 
notifications, so she needs to stop its

notifications.

Sol: Analyze which apps send a lot 
of notifications and give the user a 
report on what app notifications 

can be stopped.

Main distractions

Gets 
distracted 
between 

work

Time of distractions

Wishes 
something is 

done something
about the 

infinity scroll

User needs

Helps avoid content 
that are 

unnecessary, help 
segregate content, 

filter out distractive
content

User needs

Motivate the
user to use 
the screen 
time app

User needs

Works as
a data 
analyst

Occupation

Work demands a lot of 
concentration 

especially while WFH 
as it involves building 

logic with respect to 
business requirements

Place of work

Hybrid working
model

Work time : 9 
AM - 9/10 PM

Daily Routine

Tech 
Devices:

Mobile - 1
Laptop - 1

Tech Device

Laptop about 7/8
hrs

Not sure about 
screen time in 

phone, expects to 
be 4 or 5 hrs

Screen time

Feels like he is 
using a lot in 

mobile and has
tried to control 

it

User usage & emotions

Have used apps to 
control screen time but 
the user is able to easily
override it. Feels there 
is no point using the 

control app.

Solutions adopted

Used an app 
which blocks 

apps at 
scheduled times

Solutions adopted

Feels his sleep 
cycle gets 

disrupted due 
to social media

Health issues

Main 
distractions:
Social Media
Notifications

Main distractions

Feels social 
media provides
a break from 
work but gets 
hooked to it

User emotions

Feels guilt trip 
after spending 

hours on 
distractions

User emotions

WhatsApp is 
the main 

trigger point to 
get distracted 
for the user

Main distractions

Shouldn't be able to 
override beyond a 

limit. But there should
be a way to access 

emergency 
conversations in 

WhatsApp.

User needs

Preparing for 
PG Medical 
Entrance 

exam

Occupation

Preparing from
home. Requires
lot of focus and

hand work.

Place of work

Typical Day:
Wake up at 7:30AM

Starts studying by 9AM
Takes interval for about
an hour every 2 hours

Goes to sleep by 12

Daily Routine

Tech 
Devices:

Mobile - 1
Tab - 1

Tech Device

Approximate 
Screen time in 

Phone - 4 
hours

Tab - 1 hour

Screen time

Feels like she is 
using it a lot. 
Feels addicted. 
Wants to reduce

it.

User usage & emotions

Uses Zen mode 
in 1+ phone to 
manage screen 

time

Solutions adopted

Zen mode blocks 
the entire mobile.
Can only attend 
calls. Other than 
that no app can 

be accessed.

Solutions adopted

Since Zen mode
is very 

restrictive, the 
user sometimes 
avoids using it.

Solutions adopted User needs

When the user keeps the
Zen mode timer for 45 

mins, she is able to 
work effectively. But 

when the user keeps the
timer for a long time, 

she is scared of using it
again.

User needs

Sleep cycle 
got 

disrupted. 
Got dry eyes.

Health issues

Main 
distractions: 

Insta, 
YouTube

Main distractions

The user has used
the forest app to 

manage time, but
doesn't care if the

tree dies.

Solutions adopted

The user feels it 
will be nice if 

there is a reward 
which is really 

motivating.

User needs

IAS exam 
preparation

Occupation

Giving his 
third attempt. 
Prepares both 

from home and
class.

Place of work

Wake up - 7:30 AM
Exam - 8 AM - 10 AM

Starts studying after that
Has classes in the evening 

for 3 hours online
Starts studying again

Then goes to sleep

Daily Routine

Tech devices:
Mobile, Tab,

2 Laptop, 
PlayStation

Tech Device

Approximate 
screen time:

Tab - 6 hours
Mobile - 3 hours
Laptop - 4 hours

Screen time

Tab and laptop are 
fine since the user 

uses only for 
studying. In mobile,
the user sometimes 

passes time idly.

User usage & emotions

Have used 
screen time 

limit feature in
Apple devices.

Solutions adopted

Even though the above 
feature was useful, 

sometimes when I need 
to open the app in case 
of emergency I wasn't 

able to.

User needs

When I set the 
passcode by 

myself, I easily 
override it.

User needs

Got dry eyes. 
Physical activity 
has reduced due 
to over usage of 

tech devices.

Health issues

Main 
distractions:

1. Social media
2. PlayStation

Main distractions

Feels happy when I play
for a time I decide. But
when I overplay, I feel 
sad coz I missed doing 

things that I had 
planned.

User emotions

PG 
Student

Occupation

Daily routine 
changes based 
on different 
things that 

come up

Daily Routine

Hybrid
class

Place of work

Tech devices:
1. Phone
2. iPad

3. Laptop

Tech Device

Approximate screen 
time:

iPad - 1 to 3 hrs
Phone - High No idea
Laptop - Less but no 

idea

Screen time

Feels like using a lot. 
But it has reduced 
comparatively since 

college has started and 
the user has started 

part time work.

User usage & emotions

Has used app locker.
But didn't work 

completely because 
when the user gets 

frustrated she 
uninstalls it.

Solutions adopted

Sometimes the user gets 
headache. But despite 
that, the user was not 
able to keep the phone 

down because its so 
boring to not do 

anything.

Health issues

Sometimes there 
might be a series 
running on iPad,
but the user just 
scrolls through 

the phone.

User emotions

It goes to a point where,
one screen distracts me 

from another screen 
even during 

entertainment.

User emotions

User usage & emotions

Feels attention
span has 

reduced a lot.

User emotions

Main 
distractions:

1. Notifications
2. News

3. Social Media

Main distractions

Even though I enjoy
watching dog videos
in Instagram reels, 

when it exceeds 
beyond a time, it 
feels unproductive

User emotions

Uses most of the
time before 

going to sleep 
and after 

walking up.

Time of distractions

Doesn't feel very bad 
when time slips away 
by getting distracted 

coz it happens only for
less important things. 
For very important 

things she feels she is 
focused.

User emotions

Would be great 
if there are stats
on how the user

spends the 
time.

User needs

Preparing 
for PG 

entrance 
exam

Occupation

Wake up by 11 AM
Plan to study for exam 
and work on personal 

project
Plan to do some fitness 

related activities
Sleep by 12 or 1 AM

Place of work

But things don't go 
by plan. The user 
studies only for an 
hour max and the 

remaining time just
flies away.

Daily Routine

1 Laptop
1 Mobile

Tech Device

Approximate 
screen time:

Phone - 3 to 4 
hrs

Laptop - 5 to 6 
hrs

Screen time

Definitely 
feel like 

using a lot.

User usage & emotions

Used Freedom 
app. It works 

great on PC but 
in mobile we can 
easily delete it.

Solutions adopted

Social 
media, 
Movies, 

News

Main distractions

Especially 
before going

to sleep

Screen time

After working for 10 to 15 
mins, I feel an urge to look 
into my phone. And that 

sometimes leads to spending 
hours on my phone itself. I 

forget to return back to 
working or studying.

User emotions

User usage & emotions

Most of the 
time, I feel 

terrible when I 
waste hours on 

my mobile.

User emotions

In the Freedom app, we can 
create blocklists and 

schedule them. During those
time, it is impossible for me
to access those websites. It is 
not possible to uninstall the 

app when the session is 
running.

Solutions adopted

Sometimes, it feels 
annoying that I can't 
access those websites 

but then I realize why I
created the blocklist in 

the first place.

User emotions

The freedom mobile 
app is not that 
great. It requires 
VPN and the app 

can be easily 
uninstalled.

User needs

Sometimes I 
get back pain 
and eye strain

due to lot

Health issues

User is aware of other screen 
time managing apps but 

hasn't used it. When asked 
why, user said installing 
and using those kind of 

apps feels like a lot of work 
and she is lazy.

Motivation to not go for a...

Solutions adopted

It goes to a point where,
one screen distracts me 

from another screen 
even during 

entertainment.

User emotions

User usage & emotions

Since Zen mode
is very 

restrictive, the 
user sometimes 
avoids using it.

Solutions adopted User needs

After working for 10 to 15 
mins, I feel an urge to look 
into my phone. And that 

sometimes leads to spending 
hours on my phone itself. I 

forget to return back to 
working or studying.

User emotions

User usage & emotions

Has control in focus mode. 
The user doesn't enter the 
app again when the app 
quits after time limit. 
However, if there's an 

important chat, the user 
switches off the focus mode 
and chats. But he forgets to 

turn it on back.

Solutions adopted User needs

Daily Routine Occupation Place of work Solutions adopted

Main distractions User usage & emotionsScreen time Health issues

Tech Device

Users not going for 
any solution

Time of distractionsUser emotionsUser needs

Time limits 
on 

applications

User needs


